
Script the house get high



THE HOUSE GETS HIGH Yuzi Guo

1 EXT - SUSAN’S HOUSE - HALLOWEEN - DAY 1

Empty bottles lie on the ground, Jacob (19 ) in a hoodie

sits by road, head hangs the right to left, reveal of the

cellphone.

ON SCREEN

A photo of Selina receives roses.

Jacob sadly hiccups, drinks bottle but no liquid. He put it

down and then finds a USED JOINT(next to mushroom).

He happily picks it up and put it to his lip. search pocket

finds nothing. Then stumbles to the door, but it opens by

itself.

Jacob looks in and sees objects flying around the room. He

shakes heads and sees again, the door slams.

A neighbor’s dog barks. Jacob looks around. A passing RUNNER

stares at him. Jacob faking innocence. Runner gone, Jacob

pushes the bell. No sound. Turning his head, he pushes

again.

The door opens! Susan stands angrily, holding a welcome tray

in her hands, Jacob’s finger almost touching Susan’s chest.

O.S. FART PHONE TUNE

Jacob reaches the phone.(rubs his butt in Susan’s eye)Susan

is disgusted, gets offended, leave the tray and storms out.

Jacob clicks the phone and reaching out one arm, wanting to

explain.His eyes suddenly widen, then runs to the toilet.

TEA, a NOTE in the welcome TRAY.(WITH SOUND OF DOOR SLOWLY

CLOSING)WIND blows the NOTES off. A TOILET FLUSHES. Jacob is

in the bathroom, RELIEVED.

2 INT - BATHROOM -DAY 2

Sits on the toilet, Jacob checks his phone.

ON SCREEN

AIRBEABEE info page of the bathroom

picture and check-in time AFTER 10

AM.

(Message pops up.

Selina:"Babe, are you back

tonight?"



2.

Jacob gets emotional, reveal the rose in the room corner,

behinds the phone. He reaches it, but can’t and almost falls

on the ground.He rolls toilet paper to shoot it And then

realizes there’s no toilet paper anymore.

3 INT - SUSAN’S COUCH - DAY 3

Jacob walks out of the bathroom and passes a window.Susan

floats outside while peeking Jacob.Jacob shudders and

passing a bedroom door with a note on it.

Jacob sits on the couch.tooks out Joint, and looks at it.

CLOCK runs FROM DAY TO NIGHT

4 INT - SUSAN’S COACH - NIGHT 4

Jacob looks determined he eye searches the room.

Jacob grabs a lighter next to a dusty remote control. And

the wind blows candles go out. Jacob presses the lighter.

Using the flame searches light switch.

The switch doesn’t work. He goes back to candles wants to

light it up. Found out it’s a LED candle. Jacob seems

wordless.

He clumsily reconnects the batteries and fixed the candle.

POV SOMETHING APPROACH TO JACOB BUT CHANGES DIRECTION!

Jacob sits back and lights the JOINT, but can’t.

TWISTED MUSIC BOX SOUND PLAYS FROM TV DIRECTION!

Jacob disturbed, he uses the remote to turn it off. not

working.he puts JOINT on the couch, gets up and turns off

the tv.

A DARK SHAPE OF HUMAN SUDDENLY APPEARS

Scared, Jacob falls on the floor.Freezes

REVEAL OF A LIFE SIZE CARDBOARD OF A SMILING OLD MAN FIXING

MUSIC BOX

Jacob stares at the cardboard, lifting one eyebrow

ECU TO SMILES ON CARDBOARD

Jacob gets bored for a moment.And then scream in pain. The

robotic vacuum rolls over his hand and hit the locked door

again and again.

A note was hit on the ground. Jacob read it.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

(shaking pov)

ON NOTE

Do not open.

Jacob smiles and curious what’s inside, getting approach to

it.

SOUND OF SOMETHING COMES OUT FROM THE LOCKED ROOM!

SOUND OF BELLYSTORM

Jacob looks down while rubs his stomach, and leave.

Jacob opens the refrigerator, freezes, The door closes by

itself. Jacob opens it again with a shaking hand and closes

it right away. He escapes and slips on the ground.

BLOOD DRIPPING FROM INSIDE OF THE REFRIGERATOR and THE

ROBOTIC VACUM CLEANS THE BLOOD BUT GETS MASSY.

5 INT - SUSAN’S COACH - NEXT DAY 5

THE ROBOT VACUUM CLEANS THE LAST BLOOD

Jacob on the couch wakes up, remove the cloth from his

forehead, saw Susan wears gloves is cleaning blood bags to a

trash bag. Jacob scared and scans a way to run out. But all

windows and doors were locked.

PHONE RINGS - DEAD ROCK

Jacob put his cloth back on the forehead.Susan takes off

gloves, answering while walks to the door.

6 INT - FRONT DOOR 6

Susan delivers the trash bag to a man in black moto jacket

with "YG repair" Hat, The man checks what’s in the bag, and

look left, handling a wrapped gun-shape package to Susan

Jacob scared than ever, Susan walks approach to Jacob fast.

Her hands about to grabs the gun shape thing. But a young

hand grabs it first. Tray drops

Jacob points the gun shape thing to Susan, candy Drops.

Jacob awkward, Susan "realizes " and play "hands in the air"

with Jacob"Jacob unwrap the package.but drops

Susan Grab a photo from the locked room and walks out,

towards to Jacob who picks up tray and put it on table

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

Susan joins Jacob with a picture of her and her

husband.Reveals of candy shape gun package with new remote

and note in the tray.

NOTE

["Sorry, remote control system was

down, will get it fixed ASAP."]

She uses the remote control opens the music box on the TV

Stand

PAN TO THE CARDBOARD

FLASHBACK

Younger Susan out the last label on, Her husband teaches her

to turn on the lights using his DIY remote control.

PRESENT

Susan warmth smile in memory. Jacob holds the note and

remote "realizes". And he put it on the table about to open

and eat a candy, Susan sighs, Jacob gives the candy to

Susan.

FLASHBACK

Susan kisses her husband then adjusts his oxygen tube for

him. Husband splits blood, Susan smiles and touch his face

with blood on her face.

PRESENT

Jacob cries on Susan’s shoulder.Susan cuddles him not works,

Susan leaves and brings one blood bag labeled red wine.Jacob

freezes, and then points at himself, shakes heads.shows I’m

good.

Susan seems hurt by the rejection.Jacob quickly receives the

bag and brings the JOINT out to Susan.Susan looks at Jacob

like Jacob is having the mental problem. She nods head,

grabs the red wine and drinks

REVEAL OF A THE WEED IN JACOB’S HANDS IS A MUSHROOM

7 INT - INFRONT OF SUSAN’S HUSBAND DOOR- ANOTHER DAY 7

FLASHBACK

Susan worries and watches Jacob from the window.

PRESENT

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 5.

Susan sits on the couch with the TV on. Her mind just comes

back, smiles then continue making a sweater

PHONE TONE - FART SFX

ON SCREEN

"The house gets high"(5-star review

with lots of bad reviews)

Susan picks up the phone then suddenly feels chilled. Jacob

in a different shirt shows up from the window. He leaves

some rose on the window shelf.

8 TAIL WITH ROLLING CREDIT - INT - ON THE COACH 8

Jacob walks out while calls Selina, he pauses and gets one

steps back, uses his cuffs drag out the mushrooms and put it

in the trash can.


